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Abstract
Image classification has attracted more and more interest

over the recent years. Consequently, a number of excellent non-
parametric classification algorithms, such as collaborative repre-
sentation based classification (CRC), have emerged and achieved
superior performance to parametric classification algorithms.
However, for fine-grained image classification task, both the class
specific attributes and the shared attributes play significant roles
in describing the image. CRC scheme does not consider the char-
acteristics and merely utilizes all attributes without separation to
represent an image. In this paper, we propose a hybrid collabo-
rative representation based classification method to describe an
image from perspective of the shared features, as well as the class
specific features. Moreover, to reduce the representation error
and obtain precise description, we learn a dictionary for hybrid
collaborative representation with the training samples. We con-
duct extensive experiments on fine-grained image datasets to veri-
fy the superior performance of our proposed algorithm compared
with the conventional approaches.

I Introduction
Image classification [1, 2, 3] is one of the most popular top-

ics recently and has been attracting more and more attention. In
the past decades, a sea of visual recognition methods emerged.
Generally speaking, the conventional visual recognition methods
can be categorized into two types. One is parametric methods and
the other is non-parametric methods. Recently, non-parametric
methods attract thousands of scholars and researchers due that it
is easy to implement, avoid over-fitting, and superior performance
compared with parametric classification algorithms.

One of the classical non-parametric classifiers are the nearest
subspace methods. The principle of such classifier is to assign a
test sample to the class which is closest to it. Richard et al. intro-
duced a nearest neighbor method [4] to predict the label of a test
image using its nearest neighbors in the training samples.Then the
nearest subspace method [5] which assigns the label of a test im-
age by comparing its reconstuction error for each category was
proposed by Tao et al.. Wei et al. [6] proposed to classify im-
ages through comparing the reconstruction error of each category.
Wright et al. [7] described a sparse representation based classi-
fication (SRC) system and achieved impressive performance for
face recognition. Given a test sample, the sparse representation
technique [2] represents it as a sparse linear combination of the
train samples. The predicted label is determined by the residu-
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al error from each class. After that, Zhang et al. [8] put forward
an efficient face classification scheme, which is the widely-used
collaborative representation based classification (CRC). A little
different from SRC, CRC represents a test sample as the linear
combination of almost all the training samples. Moreover, they
demonstrated that it was the collaborative representation rather
than the sparse representation that makes the nearest subspace
method powerful for classification. After the SRC and CRC are
introduced, a variety of nearest subspace method [5] was pro-
posed to enhance the visual recognition performance. Yang et
al.[9] learned a dictionary for each class with sparse coefficients
and applied it for face recognition. Wang et al. [10] introduced a
modified sparse model and a supervised class-specific representa-
tion method for classification. Liu et al. [11, 12, 13] proposed a
class specific dictionary learning (CSDL) based representation al-
gorithm which can find the intrinsic relationship between the base
vectors and the original image features. Wang et al.[14] proposed
a label constrained specific representation approach to preserve
the structural information in the feature space. Cai et al. [15]
proposed a probabilistic collaborative representation based clas-
sification (ProCRC) method. The probabilistic collaborative rep-
resentation based classification method employed a probabilistic
collaborative representation framework to jointly maximize the
probability that a test sample belongs to each class.

In this paper, we propose a hybrid collaborative represen-
tation learning method (Hybrid-CRC), which characterizes a test
sample with both shared representation and class specific repre-
sentation under a learnt hybrid dictionary, to classify fine-grained
image. The main contribution is listed in three aspects:

• We propose a hybrid collaborative representation based clas-
sification method to describe an image from perspective of
the shared features, as well as the class specific features.
Such representation can increase the accuracy because of
the inherent attributes of fine-grained image.

• We also learn a hybrid dictionary with the training samples
to reduce the reconstruction error and obtain precise descrip-
tion.

• We conduct extensive experiments on fine-grained image
datasets to verify the superior performance of our proposed
algorithm compared with the conventional approaches.

The rest of the paper are organized as follows. Section II
overviews the two classical visual recognition algorithms. Section
III proposes our hybrid collaborative representation based classi-
fication. Then, experimental results and analysis are shown in
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for CRC
Require: Training samples X ∈ RD×N , β , and test sample y
1: Code y with the dictionary X via collaborative representation Eqn.

(1).
2: for c = 1;c≤C;c++ do
3: Compute the residuals ec(y) = ‖y−Xc ŝc‖2

2
4: end for
5: id(y) = arg minc {ec}
6: return id(y)

section IV. Finally, discussions and conclusions are drawn in sec-
tion V.

II Overview of CRC and CSDL
In this section, we overview two related algorithms, includ-

ing collaborative representation based classification (CRC) and
class specific dictionary learning based collaborative representa-
tion (CSDL).

Overview of CRC
Collaborative representation algorithm can be considered as

method of rearranging the structure of the original data in order to
make the representation compact and discriminative under non-
orthogonal bases. Hence, the data vector is represented as a linear
combination of active basis vectors.

Zhang et al. proposed the collaborative representation based
classification (CRC) algorithm [8] for robust image recognition.
Specifically, given the training samples X = [X1,X2, · · ·XC]∈RD×N ,
Xc ∈ RD×Nc represents the training samples from the cth class, C
represents the number of classes, Nc represents the number of

training samples in the cth class (N =
C
∑

c=1
Nc), and D represents the

dimensions of the samples. Supposing that y ∈RD×1 is a test sam-
ple, the collaborative representation algorithm aims to solve the
following objective function,

ŝ = arg mins

{
‖y−Xs‖2

2 +β‖s‖2
2

}
. (1)

Here, β is the regularization parameter to control the trade-
off between fitting goodness and collaborative property (i.e., mul-
tiple entries in X participating in representing the test sample).

The collaborative representation based classifier is to find the
minimum value of the residual error for each class:

id(y) = arg minc‖y−Xc ŝc‖2
2. (2)

The procedure of CRC is shown in Algorithm 1. The residual
error ec in Algorithm 1 is associated with most of the images in
class c.

Overview of CSDL
CRC algorithm directly uses the training samples as the dic-

tionary and encode the test sample y as

y≈ XWs, (3)

where W ∈RN×N is an identity matrix. This means that the training
samples contribute equally for constructing the dictionary B = XW

when representing the test sample y. To make W more adaptive,
it would be of great benefit to impose that the training samples of
the same class have different weights when constructing bases in
the corresponding dictionary while the training samples have no
contribution when constructing bases in the different classes of
dictionary. Liu et al. [12] proposed the class specific dictionary
learning based collaborative representation algorithm for robust
image recognition.

The objective function of CSDL becomes

G (W 1, · · · ,WC,S1, · · · ,SC) =
C

∑
c=1

{
‖Xc−XcW cSc‖2

F +β‖Sc‖2
F

}
s.t.‖XcW c

•k‖
2
2 ≤ 1,∀k = 1,2, · · · ,K,∀c = 1,2, . . . ,C.

(4)

where ‖•‖2
F represents the Frobenius norm. B•i and B j• denote the

ith column and jth row vectors of matrix B, respectively. W is the
learned weight coefficient for constructing the dictionary and S is
the corresponding collaborative representation.

III Our Approach
In this section, we propose a hybrid collaborative represen-

tation learning method, which characterizes a test sample with
both shared representation and class specific representation under
a learned hybrid dictionary.

Learn a Hybrid Collaborative Representation
The motivation of our proposed hybrid collaborative repre-

sentation are as follows.

Class specific collaborative representation
For collaborative representation based classification algo-

rithm, all training samples are concatenated together as the base
vectors to form a training set space. That is to say, all the train-
ing samples participate in describing the test sample, whatever
classes in the training set. The shared part(e.g., facial attributes in
common) can be well approximated by all the training samples,
while the class specific part (e.g., facial attributes belongs to spe-
cific person) can be well represented by the training samples in
the same class as the test sample. Therefore, it is necessary to
obtain the collaborative representation with specific class for the
test sample, as follows,

ŝ=arg mins

C

∑
c=1

{
‖y−Xcsc‖2

2 + γ ‖sc‖2
2

}
(5)

Hybrid collaborative representation
Class specific collaborative representation is advantageous

to obtain the description of the common part and the distinctive
part for the test sample. However, such description will generate
high residual error and instability, especially for the description
by the training samples that are from the different class with the
test sample. To reduce the residual error, enhance the instability,
and increase the distinctiveness, we propose a hybrid collabora-
tive representation algorithm, as follows,

ŝ=arg mins

{
‖y−Xs‖2

2 +λ ‖s‖2
2 + τ

C

∑
c=1

{
‖y−Xcsc‖2

2 + γ ‖sc‖2
2

}}
(6)
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In Eqn.(6), the first two terms are the conventional collabo-
rative representation and the latter two terms are the class specific
collaborative representation. The conventional collaborative rep-
resentation guarantees the residual error and robustness, while the
class specific collaborative representation obtains the distinctive-
ness via different classes. Eqn. (6) can be further arranged as
follows,

ŝ=arg mins

{
‖y−Xs‖2

2 +β ‖s‖2
2 + τ

C

∑
c=1

{
‖y−Xcsc‖2

2

}}
(7)

Here, β = λ + τ× γ.

Learn a dictionary for hybrid collaborative representation
The approach mentioned above performs classification with-

out training procedures (i.e., the training samples directly use for
predicting the labels). By contrast, our approach compensates this
deficiency by introducing a hybrid dictionary learning and assum-
ing that different samples contribute unevenly in constructing the
corresponding dictionary. The objective function of our proposed
hybrid dictionary learning then becomes

f (W,S) = ‖X−XWS‖2
F +β ‖S‖2

F

+ τ ∑
C
c=1 ‖X−XcW c[0 · · · Sc · · · 0]‖2

F

s.t.‖XcW c
•k‖

2
2 ≤ 1,∀k = 1,2, · · · ,K,∀c = 1,2, . . . ,C.

(8)

In Eqn.(8), the first term represents the fitness term with the
whole training samples. The second term is a regularizer term
to enable more training samples to participate in describing the
X . The third term refers to the fitness term with class specific

training samples. W =


W 1 · · · 0

...
. . .

...
0 · · · W c

 is the learned weight

matrix for constructing the dictionary. S =


S1 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · SC

 is

the corresponding collaborative representation.
After removing the constant term, Eqn.(8) can be simplified

as the following objective function,

f (W 1, ...,W c,S1, ...,Sc) =

(1+ τ)∑
C
c=1 {‖X

c−XcW cSc‖2
F +

β

1+ τ
‖Sc‖2

F}

s.t.‖XcW c
•k‖

2
2 ≤ 1,∀k = 1,2, · · · ,K,∀c = 1,2, . . . ,C.

(9)

Optimization of the objective function
In this section, we focus on solving the optimization of the

objective functions proposed in the last section.

Learning a dictionary for hybrid collaborative represen-
tation

The optimization problem of learning a dictionary is not
jointly convex in both W c and Sc, but is separately convex in ei-
ther W c or Sc with Sc or W c fixed. So the objective function can be
optimized by alternating minimization to two optimization sub-
problems as follows.

• With fixed W c, the objective function of finding collabora-
tive representation Sc can be written as an `2− regularized
least-squares (`2− ls) minimization subproblem:

min
Sc

f (Sc) = ‖Xc−XcW cSc‖2
F +

β

1+ τ
‖Sc‖2

F . (10)

Eqn. (10) can be easily solved by derivation and its analyti-
cal solutions is

Sc =

(
W cT XcT XcW c +

β

1+ τ
I
)−1

W cT XcT Xc (11)

• With fixed Sc, the objective function of learning weight W c

can be written as an `2− constrained least-squares (`2− ls)
minimization subproblem:

min
W c

f (W c) = ‖Xc−XcW cSc‖2
F

s.t.
∥∥XcW g

•k
∥∥2

2 ≤ 1, ∀k = 1,2, · · · ,K.
(12)

Ignoring the unrelated terms, Eqn. (12) can be simplified as

f (W c) =−2
K
∑

k=1
[Sc(XcT Xc)]k•W

c
•k +

K
∑

k=1
W cT
•k [XcT XcW cScScT ]•k

s.t.‖XcW c
•k‖

2
2 ≤ 1,∀k = 1,2, · · · ,K.

(13)

We optimize each column of W c alternately. Specifically, the
Lagrangian is

L (W c,λk) =
K
∑

k=1
W cT
•k [XT XW cScScT ]•k−2

K
∑

k=1
[ScXT X ]k•W

c
•k

+λk(1− [W cT XT XW c]kk).

(14)

The partial derivative with respect to W c
•k is

(1) :
∂L (W c,λk)

∂W c
•k

= 0

(2) : 1− [W cT XcT XcW c]kk = 0

(3) : λk > 0

(15)

Hence, the solution to W c
•k is obtained as

W c
•k =

Sc
k•

T−[W̃ ck
F ]•k

±

√
(Sc

k•
T−[W̃ ck

F ]•k)
T

XT X(Sc
k•

T−[W̃ ck
F ]•k)

. (16)

Where, F = ScScT and W ck
=

{
W c

p , p 6= k

0, p = k
From Eqn. (16), two solutions are obtained with ± signs.

The sign of W c
•k is not essential since it can be easily absorbed by

converting between Sc
k• and −Sc

k•.

Optimizing hybrid collaborative representation
The optimization problem of obtaining the hybrid collabora-

tive representation in Eqn. (7) can be rewritten as follows,

f (s) = ‖y−XWs‖2
2 +β ‖s‖2

2

+ τ

C

∑
c=1

{
‖y− [0, · · · ,XcW c, · · · ,0]s‖2

2

} (17)
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Here, let [0, · · · ,Xc, · · · ,0] be X̂ . The Eqn. (17) can be simpli-
fied as follows,

f (s) = (1+ τC)yT y−2(1+ τ)yT Xs

+ sT

(
XT X +β I + τ

C

∑
c=1

X̂T X̂

)
s

(18)

It is convenient to obtain the optimum ŝ for Eqn.(18), as fol-
lows,

ŝ =

(
XT X +β I + τ

C

∑
c=1

X̂T X̂

)−1{
(1+ τ)yT X

}
(19)

IV Experimental results
In this section, we show our experimental results on four

datasets, including two handwritten recognition datasets MNIST
dataset [16] and USPS dataset [17], and two face recognition
datasets Extended YaleB [18] and CMU PIE dataset [19]. We
compare our method (Hybrid-CRC) with some state-of-the-art
methods to illustrate the significance of our approach. In the
following section, we firstly introduce experimental environmen-
t settings. Then we illustrate the experimental results on each
dataset, and finally, we present the analysis of results.

Experimental settings
We test our method on four datasets. The proposed Hybrid-

CRC algorithm is compared with other classification algorithm-
s, including nearest neighbor classification (NN), Support Vec-
tor Machine (LIBSVM) [20], Collaborative representation based
classification (CRC) [8], class specific dictionary learning algo-
rithm (CSDL) [12] and Probabilistic collaborative representation
based classification (ProCRC) [15].

There are two parameters in the objective function of the
Hybrid-CRC algorithm which need to be specified. β is an im-
portant parameter in Hybrid-CRC algorithm, which is used to ad-
just the trade-off between the reconstruction error and the col-
laborative representation. We increase β from 2−16 to 22 in each
experiment and find the best β in our experiments. And τ is an-
other important factor in the algorithm, which is used to control
the trade-off between the shared collaborative representation and
the class specific collaborative representation. We increase τ from
2−11 to 22 and find the best τ in all of our experiments. K is the
size of the dictionary for each class. K is set to be twice of the
size of the training samples per class.

For all the datasets, we randomly select 5 images as the train-
ing samples and 10 images as the testing samples from each cat-
egory. To eliminate the randomness, we randomly (repeatable)
split the dataset into the train set and test set 10 times, respective-
ly. The average accuracy is recorded.

Experiment on Face Recognition datasets
For both benchmark datasets, each face image is cropped to

32× 32, pulled into a column vector, and performed a `2 normal-
ization to form the raw feature.

For the Extended Yale B dataset, it involves 38 categories and
2,414 frontal-face images in total, where all the images are tak-
en under different illumination conditions. Figure 1 shows some

Figure 1. Examples of the Extended YaleB dataset

Figure 2. Examples of the CMU PIE dataset

2−8 2−7 2−6 2−5 2−4
79.9

80
80.1
80.2
80.3
80.4
80.5
80.6
80.7

Tuning β

2−7 2−6 2−5 2−4 2−3
79

79.5

80

80.5

81

Tuning τ

Figure 3. Parameter tuned on accuracy on CMU PIE dataset. The left

figure is for tuning β with τ = 2−5. The right figure is for tuning τ with β = 2−6

sample images from the dataset. We set β and τ to different values
in order to achieve the best accuracy of different methods. Param-
eter β ranges from 2−16 to 2−4 and τ ranges from 2−7 to 2−3. The
optimal parameter β is 2−10, 2−6, 2−15, 2−10 for CRC, CSDL, Pro-
CRC and Hybrid-CRC,respectively. Parameter τ appears in Pro-
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Methods\datasets Extended YaleB CMU PIE

NN 43.29 40.05
SVM 71.57 67.56
CRC 80.74 76.46
CSDL 81.11 79.10

ProCRC 83.65 80.32
Hybrid-CRC 83.19 80.64

Table 1: Recognition rate on the face recognition datasets (%).

Methods\datasets MNIST USPS

NN 67.16 75.86
SVM 65.35 77.90
CRC 69.90 80.49
CSDL 70.18 81.35

ProCRC 69.90 81.72
Hybrid-CRC 72.22 82.60

Table 2: Recognition rate on the handwritten recognition
datasets (%).

CRC algorithm and Hybrid-CRC algorithm with optimal value of
2−1 and 2−5, respectively.

The recognition accuracy is shown in Table 1. From Table
1, we can clearly see that Hybrid-CRC algorithm achieving accu-
racy of 83.19%, while the method CSDL arrives at 81.11%. Table
1 illustrates the effectiveness and robustness of Hybrid-CRC for
classifying images with illumination variations, since lighting of
images are quite different in the dataset.

For the CMU-PIE dataset, there are 41,368 pieces of pictures,
captured under different lighting, poses and expressions. The
CMU-PIE dataset includes 68 individuals totally, and each person
has 43 different illumination conditions with 13 different poses.
We choose two types of them to finish our experiment: five near
frontal poses and all different illuminations, including 11,554 im-
ages in total. Each individual contains approximately 170 images.
Figure 2 shows some sample images from the dataset. Parame-
ter β ranges from 2−11 to 2−2 and τ ranges from 2−7 to 22. We
set β to different values to achieve the best accuracy of different
methods, with 2−7 and 2−4 for CRC and CSDL respectively. For
the ProCRC algorithm, β and τ are set to 2−9 and 20, respectively.
For the Hybrid-CRC algorithm, β and τ are set to 2−6 and 2−5,
respectively.

The parameter tuning for τ and β is reported in Figure 3. The
recognition accuracy is shown in Table 1. From Table 1, we can
clearly see that Hybrid-CRC algorithm outperforms other conven-
tional methods, achieving accuracy of 80.64%, while accuracy of
ProCRC arrives at 80.32%, CSDL arrives at 79.10% and CRC on-
ly arrives at 76.46% From these experimental results, we further
confirm the effectiveness and robustness of CSDL algorithm for
image classification with illumination and expression changes.

Experiment on Handwritten Recognition datasets
MNIST dataset includes 70,000 images of handwritten num-

bers. Figure 4 shows some sample images from the dataset. The
image size is 28× 28. We pull each image into a column vector,
and perform a `2 normalization to form the raw feature.

Figure 4. Examples of the MNIST dataset

Figure 5. Examples of the usps dataset

We set different β to achieve the highest accuracy of different
methods, with 2−1 and 20 for CRC and CSDL algorithm, respec-
tively. For the ProCRC algorithm, β and τ are set to the value 2−1

and 2−9 respectively. For the Hybrid-CRC algorithm, β and τ are
set to the value 20 and 20, respectively.

The recognition accuracy is shown in Table 2. From Table 2,
we can clearly see that Hybrid-CRC algorithm is better than other
methods,reaching the highest accuracy of 72.22%. And it is about
2% higher than accuracy of CSDL algorithm. From these experi-
mental results, we further verify the effectiveness of Hybrid-CRC
algorithm for image classification.

For USPS dataset, there are 9,298 images of handwritten
numbers in total. Figure 5 shows some sample images from the
dataset. The image size is 16× 16. We pull each image into a
column vector, and perform a `2 normalization to form the raw
feature. Parameter β ranges from 2−5 to 20 and τ ranges from 2−2

to 22. The optimal parameter β is 2−3, 2−2, 2−3, 2−2 for CRC, CS-
DL, ProCRC and Hybrid-CRC,respectively. Parameter τ is used
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in ProCRC algorithm and Hybrid-CRC algorithm with optimal
value of 2−1 and 20, respectively.

The recognition accuracy is shown in Table 2. From Table 2,
we can clearly illustrate that our proposed Hybrid-CRC algorithm
is more accurate than other approaches for image classification.
Our algorithm arrivers at the best accuracy of 82.60%, while ac-
curacy of CSDL reaches 81.35% and CRC only reaches 80.49%.
From these experimental results, the effectiveness of Hybrid-CRC
algorithm for classification is further confirmed.

Analysis of experimental results
From the experimental results, we can obtain the following

conclusions.
(1) The classification accuracy on these four datasets with

our Hybrid-CRC method is higher than that using most of other
methods,including NN, LIBSVM, CRC, ProCRC, and CSDL.

(2) Our proposed Hybrid-CRC algorithm can efficiently im-
prove the performance of fine-grained image classification.

V Conclusion
In this paper, we mainly focus on improving conventional

class specific dictionary learning for fine-grained image classifi-
cation. On one hand, we propose a hybrid collaborative repre-
sentation based classification method to describe an image. On
the other hand, we learn a dictionary for hybrid collaborative rep-
resentation based classification to reduce the representation error
and obtain precise description with the training samples. These
enhancements extremely improve the performance of fine-grained
image classification accuracy. Experimental results demonstrate
our proposed Hybrid-CRC algorithm for visual recognition tasks.
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